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Most Americans are imprinted on the idea that local government is 

preferred government. [The theory of grass-roots democracy.] Dividing 

the country into small units of government (says conventional wisdom) 

will enable each unit to protect its own definition of the public interest. 

Not to permit the citizens of an entire state (or the entire nation) to 

constitute a sole and single voting majority will thus safeguard the 

interests of those who, though a majority in their  own unit, might be a 

threatened minority in a vastly enlarged unit of government. 

 This line of reasoning helped give rise to our federal system and 

the Constitution's provisions for separation of powers and checks and 

balances. And it is this reasoning that helps give rise to the multiple units 

of government that constitute the metropolitan area. However rational it 

might be to consolidate these units into one, overall government, the idea 
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of localism stands as a first line of defense against metropolitan 

consolidation. And lacking this consolidation, the metropolitan area 

stands sharply stratified and divided racially, socially, economically. 

Blacks, Hispanics, and other minorities are concentrated as an economic 

underclass in central cities, while whites of the middle and working 

classes dominate the suburbs, generally segmented there by income and, 

occasionally, by religious and ethnic allegiances. 

 

Politics and Policy in the Metropolitan Region 
 

Seen from an airplane, a metropolitan area is all of a piece: a sprawling 

spread of buildings, a network of roads, a swarm of motor vehicles, and 

(it may be presumed) a mass of people. Seen through the windows of an 

automobile, the metropolitan area appears in greater detail: a central 

business district, areas of industry close to the business district, sectors of 

older houses and apartment buildings, often mingled with factories and 

warehouses, and then, gradually, as the car moves across town, more 

affluent neighborhoods. On one side of a street may be houses inside the 

territory of the central city; across the street may be houses that lie in an 

adjacent suburb. The demarcation is not always clear. Further on, green 

spaces and countryside will appear, then another cluster of houses or a 

shopping mall, or perhaps a small town, complete with its own business 

district. 

The distance between the central city's business district and that "last" 

cluster of houses may be considerable. For example, in the Columbus, 

Ohio, metropolitan area, the motorist would have to travel as much as 

fifteen miles from the city's center before coming to open country. In 

other, larger metropolitan areas, this distance is considerably greater. And 

even then, another town may be just ahead-all part of the urban-suburban 

sprawl. 

 In crossing the metropolitan area the traveler is hard put to 

discover where one town or city ends and another begins. If it were not 

for signs and notices, the jurisdictions of the separate governments would 

be invisible to the eye. Even more invisible, for often there are no 

marking signs, are the other governments that crisscross the metropolitan 

area-townships, counties, and special purpose governments. Each has its 

own officials, its own authority to make policy, to tax, and to spend. 

Thus, for the resident of the metropolitan area (and for the student), 

obvious questions arise: How did this patchwork of governments come 

about? What do the governments do? Do they coordinate their efforts? If 

so, how? And, perhaps most important, which social classes and which 
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groups are most helped and which are most hurt by this configuration? 

We begin with some fairly obvious observations. 

 

 Cities and Their Suburbs 
 

As a rule, the central city came first. Suburbs came later as the railroad 

(and later the automobile) made it possible for upper- and  middle-income 

wage earners to commute to work. Hence, it was usually the affluent who 

went firs to the suburbs. Generally speaking, the impulse behind the move 

was status differentiation-homes   on large lots and a countrified lifestyle 

were emblems of superior social status. Philadelphia's Main Line suburbs 

came into being this way (on the main  line  of the  Pennsylvania  

Railroad). So did the North  Shore suburbs  of Chicago  (set  along the  

North  Shore Line).1  

 As the automobile became more affordable, the impulse to 

achieve suburban status was no longer limited by  the  proximity  of 

railroad  lines. New suburbs filled in the land between railroad lines; and, 

at the same time, what had once been small towns outside  the commuting 

reach  of the central city became (in  the  1920s)  dormitory  suburbs  for  

a  commuting  middle class. 

 In the decades after World War II, the great out-migration from 

central cities was in flood tide. It was a time of the exploding metropolis. 

New technologies (interurban trucking and heavy, motorized material 

handling) made possible the building of suburban factories and the 

settling nearby of industrial employees (Banfield 1974). For an 

increasingly affluent working class, the motive of status differentiation 

was now overlaid with the values and aspirations that are part of owning a 

single-family home. Whereas, in Europe, the affluent have traditionally 

remained as apartment dwellers inside the central city (the closer in, the 

greater one's status), affluent Americans seek to escape the city and 

apartment living. We share with the British a tradition that countryside 

living in single-family houses is the rightful badge of the socially and 

economically successful. 

 During the 1940s and the 1950s, another  great  migration  had 

begun—the migration of over 3 million poor southern blacks to northern 

cities (Lemann 1991). Small-scale (and sharecropping) farming was on 

the decline; labor-intensive agriculture was being superseded by cotton-

picking machinery and other capital-intensive equipment. Thus, the 

motives  of status  differentiation and single-family home ownership were 

layered onto  a  rising  desire  of urban whites (regardless  of social and 

economic status) to flee the increasingly black central city. 

 By the 1960s, suburbia was no longer the province of the upper 
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and middle classes. Suburbs were now of many kinds: upper class, middle 

class, working class, and here and there, a predominantly black suburb. 

Some suburbs are home to the truly affluent, while others are home to 

those who live in poverty. Some suburbs cluster around a nearby factory; 

son1e are completely dormitory suburbs-wage earners drive elsewhere for 

employment. And some suburbs carry on the tradition of the small towns 

they once were-cities in miniature, with neighborhoods and small-town 

business districts. 

 Thus far, we have explained the metropolitan patchwork by 

invoking a number of converging theories: grass-roots democracy, status 

differentiation, land development through a market economy, and a 

cultural tradition that drives Americans to prefer home ownership to 

apartment living.2 To round out this explanation, one more factor must be 

noted. Suburban sprawl has also been propelled by two policies of the 

national government: tax policy and transportation policy. Federal income 

tax policy permits a tax write-off for interest paid on a home loan; by 

1990, this tax write-off totaled $37 billion a year for home owners living 

in the suburbs (Rusk 1993). In effect, this policy has amounted to a 

governmental subsidy for the middle class, permitting it to offset (with 

lower taxes) a significant portion of the costs of home ownership. 

Without this subsidy-through-taxes, far fewer Americans would now be 

living in single-family houses. Just as important, suburbanization could 

not have occurred without increasing the access of suburban residents to 

downtown areas, where many of them work. This was accomplished 

through the construction of highways and freeways during the 1950s and 

the 1960s, funded primarily by the federal government. By 1990, the 

federal government had spent $260 billion on its highway program, about 

half of it in suburban areas (Rusk 1993). 

 

 Industrial Parks and Edge Cities 
 

Two of the most important suburban developments of recent years have 

been industrial parks and (to use journalist Joel Garreau's telling phrase) 

edge cities (Garrean 1991). Both are created by private enterprise seeking 

market advantage. Unlike the slow, step-by-step growth of the older, 

traditional cities, both are very much the consequence of what has come 

to be called "land developer's drive." In fairly quick sequence, site 

selection, financing, land acquisition, and then bulldozers and 

construction crews change the suburban land scape dramatically. 

 In general, industrial parks and edge cities are unincorporated 

places, located at the edge of cities and towns. One example of a thriving 

industrial park is the City of Industry, located adjacent to Los Angeles. 
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(In this instance, however, it is a legislatively chartered, incorporated city 

with a council-manager government.) Its primary purpose, says an official 

brochure, is to provide "a well-organized center for industry and 

commerce of all types" (City of Industry Fact Book 1995, 2). As of 1993, 

the City of Industry had a resident population of 631, 1,650 industrial 

firms, and a commuting work force of 68,000! Municipal services are 

contracted out to Los Angeles County and private providers. Given its 

sizeable tax base  and  small  resident  population,  the city's politics and 

policies are very  much in  keeping with its public promise: providing  a 

"stable  city  government" that  offers  a "pro-business  environment." 

 Whether full-fledged incorporated towns or simply 

unincorporated places, industrial parks are just that: places that produce 

tangible goods. Their buildings are mostly factories, horizontal, and fairly 

low to the ground. Because shipping and transport facilities are essential 

to their purpose, industrial parks also provide shipping, loading, and 

parking facilities for the giant trucks that carry manufactured goods 

across the country. 

 In contrast, edge cities produce mostly intangible goods essential 

to the computer and information age-software, advertising, legal opinions, 

and the like. In contrast to industrial parks, edge cities (as Garreau so 

neatly puts it) are "office cities," built vertically, high above the ground. 

Their location (and this applies equally to industrial parks) is determined 

by the availability of relatively inexpensive acreage and an automobile-

friendly site, adjacent to fast, multilane highways. Equally important is 

the availability of land for parking. The two primary laws of land 

developers, says Garreau, are that an American will not walk more than 

600 feet before getting into his or her car, and that each car will require 

400 square feet of parking space (plus a reasonable share of driveways 

and lanes). Given the often remarked-on love affair between Americans 

and their cars and given, too, the scarcity of free (or even available) 

parking spaces in the downtown business district, it becomes 

understandable that edge cities are now the fastest growing urban places 

in America. One estimate has it that more than two-thirds of American 

offices are now located in edge cities.3 

 

 Closed and Gated Communities 
 

Still another development on the urban scene is the closed and gated 

community. Sometimes set inside the central city and sometimes in a 

suburb, the gated community (like most shopping centers and malls) 

operates under private government, formed of landlords and tenants. 

Owners, and sometimes residents, are formed into a governing body that 
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sets rules and regulations for visitors and occupants, often enforced by a 

private police force. These are often termed "common interest 

developments"; the common  interest  being protected usually  involves 

safety  and  security  (e.g., guards  placed  at  the entrance gates), 

architectural harmony (e.g., rules governing building construction and lot 

sizes), and behavioral  norms of residents and visitors (e.g., rules 

governing parking, signage, and noise). In contrast to shopping malls, 

which are also common-interest developments, closed communities seek 

to keep the general public and the casual visitor away. However much 

their owners and tenants may like their community and the lifestyle it 

represents, they are often criticized for being elitist and (sharpest barb of 

all) a throwback to the Middle Ages and their armed and walled cities! 

But for those who live there, no amount of criticism offsets the sense of 

security that the gated community provides. 

 As we will reiterate later, all through our history American urban 

places have been constantly changing, constantly reinventing themselves. 

Industrial parks, edge cities, and gated communities are only three of the 

most recent changes to make their way across the urban landscape. 

 

 Counties 
 

Counties share with cities, towns, and villages a common legal status. 

They are all general purpose governments, empowered to enforce and 

implement the overall policies and laws of state government. Thus, they 

are empowered to deal with matters within the state's police powers: 

health, safety, welfare, morals, and public convenience.4  Both counties 

and cities are responsible for enforcing state laws within their jurisdiction, 

but cities are also empowered to implement state laws through legislation 

(ordinances) that deal with problems that are primarily urban-problems 

that arise when people live in close physical proximity. 

 Typically, county government is in the hands of an elected, 

multiple member, policy making board called the county commission. It 

is also the usual case that heads of county offices (sheriff, recorder, tax  

collector, real estate assessor, prosecuting attorney, judges, engineer) are 

directly elected (and thus, independent) officials, creating what is, in 

effect, a dispersed and pluralistic style of county governance (Bollens 

1969). 

 The county covers a relatively large territory. Cities sit inside a 

county (sometimes within two counties), and the metropolitan areas 

spread across one or more counties. County government is only 

peripheral to our concerns, except to note that every city must 

accon1modate itself to the authority of the county or counties that contain 
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it. Often, state statutes spell out the details of this accommodation. But 

state laws are implemented through legal contracts, memoranda of 

agreement between county and city officials. Thus, the sheriff's 

department (and county engineer) usually does not operate within city 

limits. The city, however, will depend on the county treasurer to collect 

and disburse the city's share of county taxes. City and county health 

officials cooperate in enforcing quarantines, while the city's health 

department usually will take responsibility for testing the purity of city 

water and inspecting restaurants and food stores within the city limits. 

And it is often the case that small villages, instead of operating a village 

police force, will contract to pay the county sheriff for police protection. 

 But the line of demarcation between city and county 

responsibilities is constantly shifting. As cities grow in size, they lessen 

their dependence on the county. And more important, as counties become 

urbanized, the unincorporated areas of the county are given county 

services of the kind that once belonged exclusively to city government. 

Many counties, for example, now operate fire departments, libraries, and 

refuse-collection services. 

 

 Special-Purpose Government 
 

Special-purpose governments are the fastest growing units of American 

government. Their number today stands at over forty-five thousand 

(including school districts), and it continues to increase.5  Sometimes 

called ad hoc government, special purpose governments are created to 

accomplish special rather than general-government purposes. Table 11.1 

provides a guide to the functions of different types of special-purpose 

governments operating in the United States today. School districts are the 

most common variety of special purpose governments. Their jurisdiction 

has mostly to do with building and maintaining school buildings, hiring 

teachers, and planning and implementing instruction.6 

 What special-purpose governments lack in scope, they make up 

for in sheer numbers. They are everywhere on the governmental map. 

Several may exist inside the boundaries of a single city (e.g., park 

districts, transportation authorities, and water districts). Some cross city 

and county boundaries, bringing central cities and distant suburbs into 

their special domain (water districts, sewage disposal districts, and 

mosquito control districts are the commonest form of boundary-crossing 

ad hoc government). And some even cross state lines, bringing their 

special authority to bear on otherwise separate jurisdictions. 
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Table  11.1     A Catalogue of Special-Purpose  Governments   

Content Purpose Examples Jurisdiction 
 

Natural Resources 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Public  Utilities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Transportation 

 
 
 
 

Building 

 
 
 
 
 

Amenities 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education 

 

Conserve and 

develop parks, 

wildlife areas, 

nature preserves 

Control animals and 

insects 

 
Administer water 

supply: impound, 

transport, purify 

Administer sewage 

system: purify and 

dispose 

Administer electric 

system: generate 

and sell 

 
Build and 1naintain 

toll roads, 

airports, bus 

depots 

 
Build and maintain 

sports arena, 

convention 

center, low-rent 

housing 

 
Administer zoos, 

recreation 

centers, libraries, 

racetracks 

Regulate betting, 

racetrack 

operations 

 
Operate primary, 

secondary, and 

special schools 

Operate state and 

city universities 

Park board 

Forest preserve 

Water  conservancy 

district 

Mosquito control 

authority 

 
Water reservoir 

authority 

Sanitary district 

Public power 

authority 

 
 
 
 
 

Turnpike commission 

Airport  board 

Transportation 

authority 

 
Housing authority 

Local building 

authority 

Civic  improvement 

board 

 
Zoo board 

Library board 

Racing commission 

 
 
 
 
 

Board of education 

Board of trustees 

 

Usually extends 

across metro area 

but can operate as 

special district 

inside one city 

 
 

Metro wide Some 

may be of 

primary service 

to single city 

Most  operate plants 

and facilities 

outside city limits 

 
 
 

Metro wide 

 
 
 
 

Usually within a 

single city 

 
 
 
 

City specific, but 

sometimes country 

wide 

Often operates 

outside city that 

funds and 

controls  it 

 
Usually city specific, 

but can be 

county-wide or 

state-wide 
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 As a rule, special-purpose governments are created (some would say 

imposed) by the state legislature. The reasoning behind their creation is three fold. 

First, and most obvious, ad hoc governments are created to overcome the problems 

that follow from multiple jurisdictions existing side by side in the same geographic 

area. After all, most problems do not stop at government boundaries. And many are 

too complex to be managed by one local government. For example, if control of 

mosquitoes is to be accomplished, insecticide must be sprayed area-wide. And if 

water resources are to be conserved, water management must extend across an 

entire watershed. There is, of course, an irony (and more than a little counter logic) 

in this reasoning: The legislature creates more governments to deal with the 

problem of too many governments! 

 Special districts are also created as a residue of what was earlier described 

as the urban reform package, an attempt to "take politics out of government." Of 

course, no such thing is possible, nor in a democracy would we want it so. But 

school districts as special-purpose governments, for example, were often created in 

an attempt to free the schools from the depredations of political machines. 

Education, it was usually said, is too important to be a plaything of politicians. For 

another example, forest and park districts have been established in hopes that their 

managing boards would consist of conservationist-minded citizens and horticultural 

specialists instead of the usual run of-the-mill politicians. 

 A third reason behind creating special governments has to do with money. 

Cities and counties are limited by their state constitutions (as well as statutes) in the 

amount of money that can be raised through taxes or borrowed by issuing bonds to 

be paid back later with tax revenue. But special governments can tax and borrow 

independently, often without  putting  their proposals to a public vote. Think now of 

the problems that can be solved and the temptations that arise in special purpose 

governments. City and county governments can be cut free of the costs of 

maintaining parks and schools and the like. Cities and counties may have reached 

the limits of their indebtedness. (State constitutions and statutes usually limit local 

bonds to a percentage of property values in each local government.) But a special 

district can issue its own bonds and thus make available to the local area an 

additional source of government money. Equally important, interest groups can gain 

the opportunity to promote new and controversial projects such as a sports arena, a 

convention center, and even publicly financed housing projects for the poor. 

 

The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, or What's  

Wrong with Special-Purpose Government 
 

Some special-purpose governments have so much power that they dominate the 

social and economic life of an entire region. The Port Authority of New York and 

New Jersey exemplifies this domination. Created in 1921 through a compact 

between the two states, its governing board (a "businessman's board," appointed 
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mostly from the ranks of corporation executives) is appointed jointly by the two 

state governors. Once appointed, its members are almost beyond removal and are 

thoroughly insulated from popular control. 

The Authority's purpose is to develop comn1ercial and transportation resources in 

the two-state area. It was given no taxing powers, but quickly developed its own 

highly lucrative revenue sources, initially by issuing bonds, later by charging for its 

services. 

 

By 1931 it was operating four toll bridges and the Holland Tunnel. The next 

year it opened a freight terminal. In 1944 it opened a grain terminal, and in 

1948 it took over its first airport. During the 1950s, it acquired the rest of 

New York's major airports. During the 1960s it entered the real estate 

business and constructed the 110-story twin towers of the New York World 

Trade Center. By the start of the 1980s, the Port Authority's assets had 

grown to nearly $5 billion, and its various enterprises brought in about $3/4 

billion in annual revenue. Port Authority facilities include six inter state 

bridges and tunnels, two bus terminals, the World Trade Center, and one 

railroad system. (Harrigan 1985, 267) 

 

 But however successful as a profit making enterprise, the Port Authority has 

long had its bitter critics. For half a century it has promoted automobile 

transportation instead of mass transit, leading, critics charge, to a worsening of New 

York's traffic congestion as the Authority's bridges and tunnels became giant 

conduits through which commuter traffic pours into the city. (In Manhattan, many 

times each day, congestion is so bad that it is quicker to walk a mile than to ride.) 

 Worse still, say the critics, these same bridges and tunnels also serve as 

"population pumps," with devastating consequences not only for New York but for 

every place within fifty (and even a hundred) miles of the city. Easy road access to 

the suburbs has quickened outward migration from the city, leaving the city's 

population increasingly poor, black, and Hispanic. In the process, outward 

migration has also destroyed the open countryside, leaving in its wake an ugly 

urban sprawl. And the spaghetti-like strands of freeways in and around New York 

have sliced open and destroyed once lively and livable neighborhoods. 

 The Port Authority has also been accused of working with and perpetuating 

local political machines, mainly by way of the jobs, influence, and money that are 

part of its construction projects, land purchases, bond-issues, and bank loans. But 

the most trenchant criticism turns on familiar questions: Whose definition of the 

public interest prevails here? A definition arrived at by the Authority's nonelected 

governing board? Or that which might have been arrived at if the Authority were 

run by elected officials? Would the Authority's sprawl-creating projects have been 

carried through by elected officials? And would elected officials have been more 

sparing when it came to tearing down houses and razing neighborhoods to serve the 

needs of the automobile commuter? 
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Appraising the Metropolitan Patchwork 
 

Metropolitan areas have great variety and also a common pattern: The larger the 

central city, the greater the number of separate governments within its metropolitan 

area. Metropolitan New York City, for example, contains more than fifteen hundred 

separate governments. Metropolitan Chicago has over twelve hundred governments, 

Pittsburgh has over seven hundred, and Philadelphia over nine hundred. And even 

though New York City has only thirty-six special governments, their capital funds 

exceed those of the municipal government (Kantor 1993). 

 What, then, are the consequences of numerous governments layered over 

each other and stacked side by side? Frankly, much depends on the values that the 

appraiser brings to the subject. [The theory of ideology.] 

 

 Simplicity versus Organized Complexity 
 

For those who prize symmetry and simplicity, the metro area is an affront. It 

follows no simple organization. It is not easily charted in schema or diagram (e.g., 

Wood 1964, Bollens and Schmandt 1982). And its everywhere-present, multiple-

member governing boards and commissions contradict our tradition of separation of 

powers. Critics find even greater fault in the complex layering of governments in 

the metropolitan area that (when combined with multiple officials to be elected) 

confounds several cherished notions concerning democratic responsibility. 

 

 A Theory of Democratic Responsibility 
 

In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great 

difficulty is this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and 

in the next place, oblige it to control itself. 

    James Madison, Federalist 51 

 

 

Democratic theory has no objection to policy authority resting in many hands. For 

an important group of theorists (pluralists, as they are usually styled), shared and 

distributed power better assures majority preferences than too narrow a 

concentration of policy authority. In parallel fashion democratic theory also makes 

room for the argument that local government is better able to protect the local 

interests of local residents than a large, centralized government. [The theory of 
grass-roots democracy). On these grounds, a strong case can be made for the 

multiplicity of governing units that make up the metropolitan area. 

 But in prescriptive theory, almost every argument has its counterargument. 

When governing authority lies in many hands, it may also be obscured from public 

eyes. It is difficult for the electorate to know which official has responsibility for 
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doing what. And hence, the electorate may be diminished in its ability to control its 

rulers. 

 By obscuring the locus of power and responsibility, the metropolitan 

patchwork may invite and encourage political corruption. (If we don't know who is 

responsible for doing what, how can we vote against the wrongdoers?) As a matter 

of historical record, county governments—with their multitude of elected officials 

and multiple-member governing boards—have had a long tradition of political 

corruption. And, so too, have special-purpose governments. To exemplify, we turn 

to another of the numerous ad hoc governments that honeycomb the New York 

metropolitan area and scrutinize one of its most influential officials. 

 

Robert Moses of New York. Robert Caro (1974) presents a massive indictment of 

New York's Triborough Bridge and Tunnel Authority. Its long history of corruption, 

he concludes, springs from three sources. First, it has been run by nonelected 

officials, not therefore subject to the public scrutiny that ordinarily takes place at 

election time. Its massive building projects and the revenues generated by those 

projects enabled its long-time head, the late Robert Moses, to build a personal 

political machine out of the willing cooperation of labor unions, revenue-bond 

brokers, lending banks, and elected officials. And in building and using his political 

power, Moses was further assisted by the Triborough Authority's public relations 

office, which constantly touted the engineering accomplishments of the Authority. 

Robert Moses held no elected office, but as Caro puts it, he was "a political boss 

with a difference." 

 

He was not the stereotype with which Americans were familiar. His 

constituency was not the public but some of the most powerful men in the 

city and state, and he kept these men in line by doling out to them ... the 

sugar plums of public relations retainers, insurance commissions and legal 

fees.... Robert Moses was America's greatest builder. He was the shaper of 

the greatest city in the New World ....To build his highways, Moses threw 

out of their homes 250,000 persons. He tore the heart out of a score of 

neighborhoods ....By building his highways, Moses flooded the city with 

cars. By systematically starving the subways and the suburban commuter 

railroads, he swelled that flood to city-destroying dimensions. By making 

sure that the vast suburbs, rural and empty when he came to power, were 

filled on a sprawling, low-density development pattern relying primarily on 

roads instead of mass transportation, he insured that the flood would 

continue for generations .... For highways, Moses dispossessed 250,000 

persons. For his other projects ... he ... dispossessed close to half a million.... 

He evicted tens of thousands of poor, nonwhite persons for urban renewal 

projects, and the housing he built to replace the housing he tore down was  

... not housing for the poor, but for the rich. The dispossessed had no place 

to go but into the already overcrowded slums. (Caro 1974, 17ff) 
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This portrait of the power of a single official may be overdrawn; but it is an 

accurate portrayal of the power that can lie with a single, special-purpose 

government. And as portrait, it sharpens our appreciation of democratic theory's 

insistence that one of the surest safeguards against arrogant or unwise government 

is to insist upon popular election of its officials. 

 

 Prescriptive Theories of Social Justice and Social Equity  
 

Nothing more easily invites argument than an attempt to define social justice and 

social equity. Both terms are grounded in prescriptive theories of equality, ethics, 

and fair dealing. Social justice carries in its definition the idea of equal treatment, 

and social equity carries in its definition the idea of fair shares . Both terms are thus 

grounded in ideas about social and ethical responsibility: Should the individual 

person assume primary responsibility for what happens in his or her life, or does 

some large part of that responsibility rest with society? 

 As our earlier discussion may suggest, theories of social justice and equity 

link to redistributive policy: What do the rich owe the poor, and what are society's 

obligations to its least well-off and least autonomous members (infants, the elderly, 

the ill)? 

 Around such questions liberals and conservatives draw the battle lines of 

argument.7 As conservatives see it, social justice and equity are to be judged 

primarily in terms of equality of opportunity. Each person shall be free to make of 

life what he or she is able to—without undue government interference. Each person 

shall be permitted to compete for life's rewards as he or she defines those rewards—

again without undue government interference. 

 As liberals see it, the moral quality of any society is in direct proportion to 

its concern for its least well-off and least autonomous members. Poverty and other 

social problems, they reason, are as much a consequence of our society's social and 

economic arrangements as of personal failings. Accordingly, responsibility for 

social outcomes must lie with society as well as with the individual. Thus, social 

justice and equity are to be judged in terms of equality of outcomes. Government 

shall take responsibility for ensuring that every person receives something that 

approaches an equal—or at least minimum—share of life's needs and rewards 

(including income, housing, education, and health care).8 Equally important, 

government shall do all it can to spare minorities and the poor the burdens of 

segregation—whether it be in jobs, education, or place of residence—for 

segregation not only leaves psychological scars, it also hinders equality of outcome 

by denying those who are segregated full access to jobs, housing, and social 

services. 

 

 Social Justice and Social Equity in the Metropolitan Area  
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These seemingly abstract considerations operate with great vigor in any appraisal of 

metropolitan governance.9 Consider the following facts. Metropolitan regions tend 

to be highly segregated. Their central cities contain a disproportionate share of the 

metropolitan area's poor and minorities. Central cities are home to most of the 

region's major social problems: violent crime, drug abuse, school dropouts, not to 

mention the homeless. But central cities are revenue poor and have great difficulty 

in responding to their social problems. Per capita, they are less able than most 

suburbs to spend for such basic services as fire and police protection, and they are 

even less able to spend for such urban amenities as parks and recreation. 

 In contrast, many suburbs are revenue rich. They are able to provide a high 

quality of education for their children as well as a high standard of urban services 

and amenities. And even where not revenue rich, most suburbs are white and given 

over to the several strata of the middle class—"white collar" and "blue collar." 

Thus, all through suburbia, housing as well as urban services reflect the 

socioeconomic status of their residents. What is more, suburbs use their 

governmental powers to keep their social, economic, and racial distance from the 

central city-and from all would-be settlers of a different social or economic class. 

They use that power to maintain zones of exclusivity, often passing ordinances that 

limit house construction to single-family homes, often to be set on large lots. Some 

suburbs require that builders, not the city, pay the costs of installing gas, water, and 

sewer lines, and that developers pave the streets in new housing developments. All 

such requirements drive up housing costs and serve to price out of the market those 

families with incomes below the suburb's norm. And many suburbs also forbid the 

location of businesses and industries of a type that might be expected to employ 

low-skill, low-wage earners. [The theory of lifestyle and territory]. 

 It is not the suburbs alone that contribute to the social, economic, and racial 

separation within the metropolitan region. By concentrating welfare assistance 

facilities such as medical services in central cities—especially in the inner core of 

central cities—state and county governments also serve to anchor the poor there. 

 Consider now how life in the metropolitan area might change if all territorial 

boundaries were swept away and suburbs merged with the central city.10  Central 

cities would have their tax and revenue bases enhanced and might then attempt 

redistributive policies aimed at improving the lives of the poor. The quality of urban 

services—including education—would be equal all through the metropolitan area. 

Low-rent apartment buildings could be sited all through the area, and minorities and 

the poor would no longer be confined to the central city. The location of factories 

and shopping malls might be made a matter for area-wide planning, and urban 

sprawl might be better controlled through more orderly land development. And with 

a single government operating throughout the area, there might be less need for 

constantly multiplying special purpose governments. 

 Of course, the changes we sketch are not likely to happen anywhere soon. 

Our society's preference for localized government probably has too strong a hold on 

our culture to permit this sort of reconstructing policy. What is more, obliterating 

suburbia would also challenge the values that are part of our society's commitment 
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to a market economy. Not only do many of us believe that lifestyle and territory 

ought to go together, many of us also believe firmly in the idea of market equity: 

Each of us ought to be free to buy whatever lifestyle we can afford-providing, of 

course, that it is not illegal or immoral. Thus, suburbia tends to pit market equity 

against social equity, with market equity thus far the winner. In fact, the 

metropolitan area has been likened to an arrangement of lifestyle markets. Those 

who offer this analog suggest that each separate governmental jurisdiction functions 

as a market place, with those living there likened to consumers who have 

purchased the lifestyle that goes with that territory. To merge jurisdictions, it is 

argued, would deprive lifestyle consumers of their freedom of choice. The argument 

is strengthened by the further assertion that the metropolitan area is a series of 

competitive market economies, with each governmental unit attempting to improve 

its position relative to all other units in the area. In this view, each unit is seen as the 

producer of a package of values that is purchased by those who live there. Each 

unit, therefore, if it is to retain its residents (and attract new settlers), has an 

incentive to produce its values competitively, offering services, amenities, and tax 

rates in such fashion as to generate the optimal degree of consumer satisfaction. In 

this view, the metropolitan area ought not be viewed as a patchwork at all. Rather, it 

is to be judged as a governmental arrangement that maximizes opportunities for 

satisfying the preferences that go hand in glove with freedom of choice, lifestyle, 

and territory (Tiebout 1956, Ostrom et al. 1988). 

 

 The Metropolitan Area as a System 
 

Whether the metropolitan area is seen favorably as a competitive market or 

unfavorably as a patchwork that thwarts the spread of social equity—and preserves 

the racial, social, and economic status quo—very much depends on the observer's 

point of view and (of course) the observer's angle of ideological vision. But not to 

be overlooked is the fact that from still another point of view, the area works well as 

an integrated economic system, with goods, services, shoppers, and commuters 

moving freely across the area. It also works well as an integrated comn1unications 

system, with electric lines, telephone lines, and roadways also moving freely 

throughout the area (Williams 1971). Seen in this way, the present organization of 

the metropolitan area has its many defenders who often invoke the practical adage 

"If it ain't broke, don't fix it." 

 

The Metropolitan Area as a Bargaining Arena 
 

Because the dozens and even hundreds of governments in the metropolitan area are 

each independent policymakers, each is more or less free to create its own policies 

more or less independently of all the other governments. Sometimes, however, 

cooperation is preferred. One or more governments may think it useful and 

economical to buy services (e.g., police and fire protection, sanitation service) from 
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another government. And governments may also choose to share the costs of 

providing a needed service (a water purification plant, for another example). 

 In such arrangements, and even though  each  unit  of government  is a more 

or less free agent and free bargainer, many find cooperation to their mutual 

advantage. Matthew Holden (1964), in fact, likens the intergovernmental 

arrangements in the metropolitan area to intergovernmental relations in international 

politics. Independent bargainers pursue their own definitions of self-interest through 

diplomacy, alliances, and occasionally harmful conflict (also see Dye 1962). Of 

course, the analogy is imperfect. Real wars do not break out—although some have 

likened the competition among cities for business, and with it economic viability, to 

war (Watson 1995); and unlike national behavior in the international arena, cities 

are answerable to a higher authority, their state and the national government. But 

even as an imperfect analogy, it points, as we now shall see, to the possibility of 

cooperative steps toward greater degrees of metropolitan integration. 

 

Steps toward Metropolitan Integration 

 
The great and chief end of men...putting themselves under government, is the 

preservation of their property. 

    John Locke, Treatises 

 
Whatever arguments may have arisen in the past over the existence of a ... 

privileged aristocracy, it is clear to me that today no argument can stand that 

supports unequal opportunity or any intrinsic disqualification for sharing in the 

whole of life. 

    Margaret  Mead,  Blackberry  Winter 

 
For more than a half century, metropolitan integration has been the goal of many 

policy entrepreneurs. To date, five fairly distinct reform arrangements have been 

used to advance metropolitan-area integration: annexation, service delivery 

contracts, city-county consolidation, two-tier government, and planning 

coordination. In attempting—or even suggesting—these arrangements, 

policymakers are strongly influenced by economics and lifestyle differences 

(Keating 1995). 

 

 Annexation 
 

With annexation, a city takes over an area that lies on its border. This is a strategy 

cities use almost universally for expanding their area (and their tax base); 80 percent 

of all central cities stretched their geographical boundaries between 1950 and 1990 

(Rusk 1993). In most states, annexation requires the approval of a majority of voters 
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in the area to be annexed. Where voters perceive few lifestyle differences between 

themselves and those living in the annexing city, annexation is easiest. Conversely, 

it is most difficult to accomplish where there are obvious lifestyle differences 

between the annexing city and the place to be annexed. [The theory of lifestyle and 

territory.} Occasionally, two towns have merged; but because a town's charter of 

incorporation is protected by legal safeguards, the most common type of annexation 

involves an area on the city's rim that is unincorporated and relatively unpeopled. 

 A number of annexing cities have adopted carrot and stick strategies: 

inducements to come under the annexing city's umbrella and disincentives for 

staying out. One such strategy is to withhold city water and sewage services to any 

area that refuses annexation. And where the refusal crimps pending plans for real 

estate development, the strategy is sometimes effective. (A partially rural, partially 

urbanized area can make do with wells and cesspools; but state health laws usually 

require a centralized water and sewage system for any urbanized area reaching a 

prescribed population density.) 

 Carrot and stick strategies are not always effective, however. Those living in 

the area proposed for annexation may like things as they are: a rural or near-rural 

environment without city taxes and without city laws, especially zoning and 

building codes, constricting their cherished lifestyle.11  Of considerable importance 

in recent years has been the preference of those outside the central city to stay 

outside and thus escape incorporation in the central city's school district and 

whatever school busing (to achieve racial integration) the federal courts may have 

imposed on it. 

 Thomas Dye (1964) enlightens us on these matters. He studied annexation 

and population growth in 212 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSAs)12  

for the years 1950 to 1960. Thirty-five cities in this study had populations that 

surpassed fifty thousand for the first time in the 1960 census. On average, these 

cities had annexed 22.3 percent of their population during the 1950s. In contrast, the 

forty-nine cities that had achieved fifty thousand people by 1890 had annexed only 

4.2 percent of their populations during the 1950s. In other words, the older the 

central city, the less its reliance on annexation as a tool of metropolitan growth. 

 We can infer from these data that the older the central city, the more it 

is likely that its suburbs will also be old, and an old suburb is likely to be venerated 

by those who live there. More important, lifestyles in those suburbs have been fixed 

over time. So too have the social relationships and social adjustments that are part 

of that lifestyle. As Dye (1964, 305) says, 

 

The longer these adjustn1ents have been in existence, the greater the 

discomfiture, expense, and fear of unanticipated consequences associated 

with change. 

 

 Other explanations are also embedded in Dye's data. In the older central 

cities of the Northeast, status differential between central cities and suburbs is 
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greater than between central cities and suburbs in the newer metropolitan areas of 

the Southwest and West. And the greater the status differential, the greater the 

resistance of those of higher social status to being annexed to the central city. 

Equally, where race and ethnic differences are most clearly marked, these 

differences also become motives to resist annexation. 

 

Service Delivery Contracts 
 

Everywhere in the metropolitan area, governments sell services to other 

governments. But the one arrangement that commands greatest attention has as its 

prototype the arrangement between Los Angeles County and the nearly one hundred 

incorporated places within the county. The county maintains an inventory of about 

sixty services for sale, and any town, village, or city in the county can buy these 

services. The inventory includes: administration of local elections, health 

inspection, jail facilities, prosecution for violations of local ordinances, tax 

assessment and collection, ambulance service, fire protection, and helicopter police 

patrols. This arrangement is known as the Lakewood Plan (named after the first city 

to use the services of Los Angeles County; see Kuyper 1970). 

 Counties elsewhere offer parallels to the Lakewood Plan. And their 

experience helps policymakers to understand a question that has long puzzled those 

who propose metropolitan integration: Will further steps toward integration promote 

economies of scale? 

 In everyday language, economies of scale are the savings that result from 

activities comparable to mass production in industry (Thompson 1968, Bish 1971, 

Hirsch 1976, Reich 1983). Whether it is making automobiles or collecting garbage, 

the unit costs of production tend to go down as output increases and as the same 

product is continuously produced in a long production run. After the factory is built 

or the garbage truck paid for (these are sometimes called "sunk costs"), the expenses 

of building the factory or truck can be charged off against each subsequent unit of 

production—the greater the number of units, the less the cost of investment for each 

unit. But at some point, economies of scale stop. This occurs in part because the 

costs of labor and other materials remain relatively fixed and in part because no 

piece of equipment can go on forever without wearing out or needing repair. 

 Thus, cities can save money by contracting for services that involve a 

substantial investment in equipment to be used in long production runs; but it is not 

clear that contracting for services that are primarily labor intensive will result in 

economies of scale. For example, police protection and health and building 

inspection require that they be carried out by people more than by machinery, and 

the people who perform these services make small-scale individual (often on-the-

spot) decisions, not long production runs. [The theory of urban administration.] 

 There are also many urban services for which economies of scale are less 

important to policymakers than citizen satisfaction. And citizen satisfaction is often 

tied to local control, for it is local control that can bring urban services into 
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conformity with local lifestyles (e.g., the respectful behavior of small-city police, 

the fire department ready to rescue cats from trees). In this vein, Elinor Ostrom 

(1973) reports that citizen satisfaction with the work of police departments is 

inversely correlated with the size of the department. Thus, a small and relatively 

costly to operate police department may be preferred to a larger department whose 

contracted services might result in an economy of scale (also see Wilson 1972). 

[The  theories  of grass-roots  democracy  and  lifestyle  and  territory). 

 

 City-County Consolidation 
 

As the term implies, city-county consolidation involves merging these two levels of 

government. A single government merges all chartered local governments in the 

county (central city and suburbs) with the government of the county. Thus, the 

county commission is replaced by a county council; all city councils are abolished; 

city police departments merge with the sheriff's department to become the county 

police; and mayors are abolished county wide and replaced with a county manager 

or administrator. 

 As a reform proposal, city-county consolidation has been around for nearly 

two hundred years. In the nineteenth century, it was carried through in New Orleans 

(1805), Boston (1822), Philadelphia (1822), New York (1898), and Honolulu 

(1907). Then the consolidation movement came to a halt. As is often the case, 

reformers' energies moved to a different cause: In the Progressive period the cause 

became the urban reform package. 

 But following the Second World War, proposals for city-county 

consolidation again caught the attention of policy entrepreneurs. This was the time 

of the exploding metropolis, the time of the great out-migration from the central 

cities, and thus the time of spreading suburbia. Although most proposals for city-

county consolidations were defeated by the voters during the middle years of this 

century, by 1993 forty-eight metropolitan areas representing twenty-one states were 

served by metropolitan-wide governments. (For discussions of city-county 

consolidations, see Rusk 1993, Jackson 1985, and Bollens and Schmandt 1982.) 

 Three cases are instructive. In Indianapolis local reformers, long frustrated 

in their attempts to strengthen the mayor's office, persuaded the state legislature to 

pass a consolidation statute that required no approval from metropolitan-area voters. 

The state legislature (traditionally dominated by rural Republicans) saw in 

metropolitan consolidation an opportunity to dilute the voting strength of 

Democrats concentrated in Indianapolis. Unigov (as the consolidation proposal was 

named) was thus partially an attempt to improve government in metropolitan 

Indianapolis and partially an attempt to settle old political scores. Unigov was 

imposed by the legislature, and the imposition thus avoided Unigov's almost certain 

rejection by suburban voters—had they been permitted to vote. As was said by 

suburbanites, they had not migrated into the suburbs to be thrown back into 

association with the government and politics, lifestyles and ethnicity of Indianapolis 
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(Wilburn 1973, Rusk 1993). 

 Nashville, Tennessee, has had a long history of political corruption and 

machine politics (Key 1950). By the 1950s, partly as a result of desire to escape the 

machine, most of Nashville's population growth was in its suburbs. But the suburbs 

were revenue poor, and an estimated hundred thousand suburbanites were using 

backyard wells for drinking water and septic tanks for waste disposal, at least 25 

percent of which were faulty. Contaminated drinking water from septic tank leakage 

was a threat to public health. Police and fire departments were understaffed and 

underequipped. More and more, suburban residents were turning to private police 

and fire protection. For suburbanites there, the incentives for city-county 

consolidation outweighed the disincentives. The vote for consolidation was carried 

in 1962 (Hawkins 1966). 

 In Jacksonville, Florida, the consolidation proposal was propelled by a series 

of crises and exposes. The city's school system was far enough below standard to 

have been threatened with loss of accreditation. Sewage was polluting the river. 

And indictments had been recently returned against eight city officials for offenses 

that ranged from grand larceny to bribery and perjury. (In short, machine-style 

politics was alive and well in Jacksonville.) Thus, for Jacksonville voters, the 

proposal for consolidation was moved by a strong incentive: the opportunity to 

sweep away an unsatisfactory city government and begin again under a new, 

consolidated government (Carver 1973, Rabinowitz 1969). 

 

 Two-Tier Government 
 

To understand the logic of two-tier government, two previously stated ideas must be 

kept in mind. First, integration in the metropolitan area is resisted where lifestyle 

differences are marked. Second, the metro area works well as an integrated 

economic and communication system. Well, then, why not take advantage of what 

is easiest to accomplish and avoid debate and argument over what is resisted? Such 

is the logic behind the two-tier government established in Dade County, Florida, in 

1957. 

 At the time, twenty-six municipalities were anchored across the county, and 

traffic between them was snarled and slow. Each city insisted on its own speed 

limits and its own traffic pattern. Urban services in the unincorporated areas were 

often minimal, if not primitive. And the quality of services in each city was a direct 

function of that city's wealth. The biggest city, Miami, provided water and sewer 

services to nearby cities, but lifestyle differences underscored by race, ethnicity, and 

per-capita income made other forms of intercity 

cooperation almost nonexistent.13  

 As a way of addressing Dade County's metropolitan problems, the Florida 

state legislature asked the county's voters to approve a new county charter. Under 

terms of the charter (approved by the voters in 1957), both county and all city 

governments in the county were reorganized. The reorganized county government 
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was  given  responsibility  for  county-wide (mostly service) functions and 

problems, including mass transit, water pollution, public health, and some police 

and fire services. All other functions particularly those wrapped around lifestyle 

maintenance remained with the cities: education, police, local zoning, and land use. 

The elected county commission retained its traditional legislative powers, but 

provision was made for  an  appointed  county  manager  whose  authority included 

power to appoint a number of county officials who previously had been elected. 

And each city retained its own form of government mostly intact (Sofen 1963, Lotz 

1973). 

 The new governmental organization did not, of course, eliminate friction 

between Dade County cities, nor did it solve the problems of problem cities. Miami, 

in particular, is a city with problems. It has a history of police corruption and, more 

recently, of police violence against blacks. Miami, in addition, has become 

celebrated as the "Cuban capital" of the United States, with refugees from Castro's 

Cuba now prospering and assuming roles of leadership in the city-and, unusual for 

urban politics, making anti-communist foreign policy an important concern of local 

politics. In addition (as watchers of a recently popular television series know), 

Miami is notorious as a major drug distributing center in the United States. 

Understandably, nearby cities have resisted being drawn into too close cooperation 

with Miami, but overall (most observers conclude) the quality of county-wide 

services has improved under two-tier government. 

 

 Councils of Government 
 

If we cast our thoughts back to the analogy of  the  metropolitan  area  as  a group of 

free bargainers akin to nation states, one logical device for achieving mutual 

cooperation and assistance  lies  in  creating  an  agency  (something  on the  order  

of a "United  Nations")  to  promote  that  cooperation  and  assistance: a council of 

governments (COG) that  plans  solutions  to  metro-area  problems. The first such 

council was probably created in the Detroit area in 1954, but their numbers did not 

greatly increase until the 1960s. By early 1970, three hundred COGs were in 

existence, brought into being by a push from the national government. 

 The national government did not so much impose COGs as offer incentives 

for their creation. What happened was this: As the number of federal grants to cities 

began to multiply in the 1960s, congressional concern also grew that cities were 

about to engage in intense competition for those grants (with losers demanding 

remedial action from their congressional delegations). Moreover, concern also grew 

over the prospect that federal grant money would produce duplication of effort. 

(After all, how many airports might a metropolitan area need?) Thus, the Housing 

and Urban Development Act of 1965 made councils of government eligible to 

receive planning and research money for a broad range of activities, including data 

collection, land-use planning, and economic and resource development. In other 

words, it would cost metro-area cities nothing to cooperate in setting up COGs, and 
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the result promised to be beneficial to all who cooperated in doing so. Then, in 

1966, Congress stipulated that all new grants to cities in a metropolitan area must be 

approved by a metro-wide authority (Wikstrom 1985, Scarborough 1982). And in 

1969, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) further extended the review 

process (now termed A-95, after the OMB memorandum detailing its use). 

 How successful have COGs been in coordinating metro planning? One view 

has it that they serve as a forum for the exchange of ideas that in the long run leads 

to intergovernmental planning and cooperation. Another view has it that since COG 

members are appointed by their cities, they function mostly as places for intercity 

argument and trading favors (logrolling, to use a familiar political term). As 

complaints about COG bickering mounted, the Reagan administration abolished the 

federal requirement for A-95 reviews, and shortly thereafter about a third of the six 

hundred COGs shut down. 

 

"To Thine Own Self Be True": Counterlogic and 

Countertrends 
 

As this discussion thus far has indicated, steps and arrangements to promote metro-

area  integration  are accomplished  most  easily  where "system access" (e.g., road-

building, and waste disposal) is the issue, whereas no arrangements are easy where 

lifestyle access is the issue. Where lifestyle is visibly and directly threatened, 

countertrends are sometimes set in motion. In some instances, they move the 

metropolitan area toward smaller, more localized governance. Other times they 

involve a desperate determination to keep lifestyle from being altered by 

newcomers' incursions. 

 

 Old Settlers versus New 
 

One manner in which suburbs differ is in the degree to which their populations split 

between old settlers and new. The old settlers are often more than merely long-time 

residents. Frequently, they are children and grandchildren of those who settled the 

city when it was a non-suburb, a town far outside the ambit of the central city. As 

old settlers, they watch with growing unease the rising tide of new arrivals. 

Characteristically, the old settlers resist attempts by more recently arrived settlers to  

change  the  town's  package  of urban  services in the direction of added  amenities  

(parks, social  centers,  counseling  centers, and the like), and they also resist 

services that result in higher taxes. 

 Resistance may well turn rancorous as newcomers attempt to introduce into 

the schools what old settlers see as big-city values. Where the town historically has 

served as a commercial center for nearby farms (with a grain elevator, feed and 

hardware store, tractor sales, and so forth), the old settlers carry traditions of a rural 

life. They are thus understandably resentful of proposals to change the schools-for 
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example, by emphasizing a college-preparatory curriculum at the expense of 

vocational training, or by altering the schools' dress code. And nerves may be 

rubbed raw as new settlers attempt to bring what old settlers regard as big-city 

values to books in the school libraries.14  Overall, such issues, like tax issues, may 

be no more than emblematic: a rallying point for those who seek to stem the tide of 

metropolitan-area integration. (The larger social context for this rallying point is 

conveyed by the title of Vidich and Bensman's 1958 book, Small Town in Mass 

Society.) 

 

 Another Dimension of Equity: Race and Ethnicity in Central Cities 
 

Previous discussions highlighted the  distinction  between  social justice  and market 

equity  and  the  implications  of this  distinction  for  separate  governments in the 

central cities and suburbs. There, we noted that the ideal of social justice might have 

to be achieved at the expense of market equity and that metropolitan integration 

might be demanded as the suitable instrument for achieving area-wide equity. 

 But in politics, as in life generally, few arguments stand without exceptions 

or without taking  into  account  changing  times  and  conditions. As central cities 

have become increasingly black and Hispanic (and as the Voting Rights Act of 1965 

changed voting  patterns  across  the  country), more and more black and Hispanic  

mayors have come to office, and increasing numbers of minorities have taken seats 

on city councils and become heads of central-city administrative departments. There 

is a new emergence of black (and Hispanic) political power in  central  cities, and 

those who hold that power (as well as whites who approve of this new arrangement) 

are now reluctant  to  see  the  dominance  of  black  and Hispanic voters in the 

central city diluted by proposals to wipe  out  or expand the central cities' 

boundaries. They fear that an expanded (metropolitan-wide) voting unit would 

return the city's blacks (and Hispanics and other ethnic groups) to a voting minority 

in  a  government  that extends over the entire metropolitan region (DeHoog et al. 

1991).15
 Some also fear that dispersion into the suburbs of blacks, Hispanics,  and 

the poor might also subject them to  patterns of non-protection and general 

indifference  at the hands of the police and other suburban service providers . For it 

is generally the pattern in urban America that in everyday dealings with the public, 

service providers reflect the outlook of the community's dominant social and 

political classes. Thus, with a logic that mirrors that used by  the early urban 

reformers, many who now  resist metropolitan  integration  argue that election by  

small  constituencies  best  assures  that  elected  officials  will be sensitive to the 

concerns and demands of those who live in those constituencies. [The theory of 

grass-roots democracy.] 

 If there is a lesson to be learned from these examples of counter logic and 

counter trends, it is an obvious one. While metropolitan integration that promotes 

system access (roads, communication, and the like) will no doubt continue, lifestyle 

integration will remain a difficult and emotion-fired enterprise. But to gain some 
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further purchase on these lessons, it will be useful now to turn to the legal and 

political relationships between cities and their states, the units of government which 

in very large measure control what cities may and may not do. 

 

Cities and Their States 
 

The complex relationship between cities and their states is framed by three broad 

principles of American political life. First is the principle that operates everywhere 

and at all levels of American government, that policy-making authority must be 

scattered and dispersed. Behind this dispersal lies a political tradition grounded in 

fear of concentrating power too narrowly. As Madison said in Federalist 47, 

 

The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the 

same hands ... may justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny. 

(1961, 301) 

 

In previous chapters, we surveyed this dispersal of policy authority in cities, noting 

the use there of separation of powers; the role of administrators in agenda setting, 

policy framing, and policy implementation; and the important role played by 

persons in the private sector in framing and implementing policies-especially 

development policies. 

 The second broad principle that frames city-state relationships has also been 

previously noted. Cities are creatures and agents of their state government. As such, 

they are required to enforce and implement state laws and policies; and all that cities 

do must be justified legally as stemming from a grant of authority from the state. 

 The third broad principle is that cities do not have exclusive jurisdiction 

over their own territory. Each city shares and competes for governing authority with 

its county and with numerous special-purpose governments. 

 The upshot of all this is that city governments do not govern merely by 

carrying out or implementing state policy. Instead, they govern through a complex 

process that involves pressure-group politics, rural-urban rivalries, and the often 

difficult business of negotiating, bargaining, and adjudicating with their state 

government and with the counties and special-purpose governments that surround 

them. To explicate this process, we look again at the legal principles that bind cities 

to their states. 

 

Legal Principles of City-State Relationships 
 

When the American Revolution turned colonies into states, the evolving American 

legal system carried forward the logic and law of the colony. States were deemed to 

be the effective units of government, and every city within a state was held to be 

subordinate to that state. As creatures and agents of the state, cities were required by 
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state courts to enforce state laws within the city's domain, and to do nothing to 

contravene state laws. 

 As general legal principles, these requirements might seem obvious and 

straightforward. But few things in law are either obvious or straightforward. Does a 

city need specific authorization from the state legislature for its every ordinance? Or 

may a city enact ordinances so long as they do not expressly contravene state law? 

For example, if state law does not expressly forbid a certain practice (say, a tax on 

business), can the city enact that tax? For another example, if the state has in place a 

tax on business, can a city levy an additional tax-or does the state tax preempt all 

city business taxes? 

 Alexis de Tocqueville, the great commentator on American democracy, 

remarked that, in the United States, sooner or later all questions of policy end up 

before the courts. The courts settle policy cases by applying such general rules as 

principal (the state) and agent (the city). But as Supreme Court Justice Oliver 

Wendell Holmes once noted, general rules do not decide  concrete cases. Thus, over 

the decades, case by case, and state by state, courts have built up an enormous body 

of case law that decides what cities may and may not do-all within the abstract 

principle of agency and the related principle that cities are creatures (and agents) of 

the state. 

 

 Dillon's Rule 
 

Something approaching a nationwide doctrine was achieved in the post-Civil War 

period when a state judge, John Dillon of Iowa, published his treatise, 

Commentaries on the Law of Municipal Corporations (1872). In that treatise, Dillon 

enunciated his now famous rule16: 

 

It is a general undisputed proposition of law that a municipal corporation can 

exercise the following powers, and not others: first, those granted in express words; 

second, those necessarily or fairly implied in or incident to the powers expressly 

granted; third, those essential to the ... purposes of the [municipal] corporation-not 

simply convenient, but indispensable. Any fair, reasonable, substantial doubt 

concerning the existence of power is [to be] resolved against the corporation and the 

power denied. (Dillon 1911, 448) 

 

In 1923, the U.S. Supreme Court gave approval (and standing in Federal Law) to 

Dillon's Rule: 

 

The city is a political subdivision of the state, created as a convenient 

agency ... for the state.... The state, therefore, may at its pleasure, modify or 

withdraw all such powers [as it gave to the city] ... and [even] destroy [the 

city].... In these respects, the state is supreme. (Trenton v. New Jersey, 262 

US 182) 
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Dillon's Rule still stands, more or less, as the law in every state, but legal doctrine is 

also bound up in practical considerations. States have rarely abolished cities, and 

rarely have they attempted to take over the day-to-day administration of cities. State 

legislatures, however, have frequently interposed in financial matters, in granting 

franchises, and in creating special-purpose governments. Over the years since 

Dillon, however, the rigidity of his rule has been softened (Grmmn and Murphy 

1974). A brief historical sketch will out line this softening and note its connection 

to the changing nature of urban rural conflict. 

 

A Bold and Meddlesome Hand 
 

The New York legislature... passed more laws for New York [City] ... in the three 

years from 1867 to 1870 than Parliament passed for all of the cities in the United 

Kingdom from 1835 to 1885; in the year 1870, thirty-nine state laws were passed 

for the city of Brooklyn alone. Jersey City's charter was amended by state action 

ninety-one times between 1837 and 1875. 

    Charles Glabb and Theodore Brown, A History of Urban America, p. 163 

 

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it was the practice of state 

legislatures to play a bold hand with their cities. Sometimes that hand was played in 

helpful and benign ways-helping cities to solve problems that lay beyond their 

territorial limits. For example, in 1905, the New York Legislature created a special 

district, the City of New York Board of Water Supply, which enabled the board to 

acquire a chain of water reservoirs and an aqueduct system reaching to the Catskill 

mountains and the Delaware River, thus ensuring a water supply for New York. 

And following the devastating hurricane of 1900 in Galveston, Texas (one-sixth of 

its population drowned; one-third of the city's property destroyed), the Texas 

legislature abolished Galveston's government and set in its place a commission of 

five businessmen to manage the city's government and take charge of its physical 

reconstruction. At other times, state legislatures have intervened in city government 

out of concern for the corruption of big-city politics. For example, the legislature of 

Missouri long ago gave the governor power to appoint the commissioner of police 

for St. Louis. 

 At still other times, it was corruption in the state legislature itself that 

produced state intervention in city governance. Such was especially the case where 

fortunes were to be made in granting franchises to operate streetcar lines. For 

example, in Illinois (in 1895) Charles Yerkes, the streetcar baron of Chicago, bribed 

members of the legislature to grant him a ninety-nine-year monopoly over Chicago's 

streetcars, and offered the governor a half-million dollars to sign the "eternal 

monopoly" into law. When the governor rejected the bribe and vetoed the bill, 

Yerkes returned to the legislature, this time bribing members to enact a new law that 

returned franchise-granting powers to the Chicago City Council—whose members 
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Yerkes had correctly surmised were not beyond his powers of cash persuasion 

(Andrews 1946). 

 

 Rural-Urban Conflict 
 

But over the years, the cultural rivalry between rural and urban America has played 

a larger role than either money or helpfulness in legislative interference with cities. 

All through the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century, state 

legislatures everywhere were dominated by representatives from rural areas. And 

almost until the present, those from rural areas tended to see cities (especially big 

cities) as the vortex of foreign and evil ways. Thus, there was present in the 

legislature—sometimes as undertone and sometimes overt—a rural-urban lifestyle 

conflict. And even in those states where city populations had become a majority in 

the state (New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania), rural representatives held power in the 

legislature by refusing to reapportion and redistrict their state according to 

population.17  

 Lifestyle conflict between rural and urban America has had many 

dimensions. In recent decades, the conflict has taken on overtones of race: blacks, 

black-Hispanics, and Asians in central cities versus rural and suburban whites 

elsewhere. A half-century ago, the conflict turned on modes of livelihood 

(agriculture versus commerce and industry), on religion, on the regency of 

immigrant status, and on the ethnic identity of that immigrant status. As earlier 

chapters point out, all four dimensions of the conflict were interwoven in the 

nineteenth century, when cities were home to vast numbers of European 

immigrants. It was then that livelihood differences were exacerbated by religious 

and ethnic differences (native-born Protestants residing predominantly in the 

countryside, more recently-arrived Catholics and Jews residing predominantly in 

the city). 

 But religious differences between rural and urban America have been more 

subtle and more profound than can be indicated by distinguishing merely among 

Protestants, Catholics and Jews. John Buenker (1973, 167) sees the religious 

dimension of rural-urban conflict as a cultural struggle sometimes involving "almost 

incompatible world views." Cities have been home to what is sometimes called the 

ritualistic tradition in religion. For Roman Catholics, 

 

the commandments of God and the Church serve ... as guides to moral 

conduct....The key...in the use of all fleshy pleasure... [is] moderation, and 

defect ... condemned ... [as much] as excess. .. [Q]uestions of morality...[are 

thus] left to the individual conscience, with the Church as the only guide . 

 

Jews, notes Buenker, closely resemble "the ritualists in their attitudes and 

practices." Man had it within him to descend to great evil, "but he was not 

inherently bad" (Buenker 1973, 169). 
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 Contrast, then, these views with an outlook prevalent in rural America. 

Traditionally, the countryside has been home to pietistic religions. Rejecting a 

prescribed ritual, pietists tend to stress the requirement of personal conversion (as 

opposed to membership at birth) and the individual is 

 

much more on his own against evil in the world and hence much more 

anxious to eradicate all potential barriers to his own and his neighbor's 

salvation....[T]he only way he...[can] do that is to purge the world of evil. 

(Buenker 1973, 167) 

 

With these ideas in mind, it becomes perhaps easier to understand the preoccupation 

of earlier, rurally-dominated state legislatures with perceived misconduct and 

sinfulness in big cities and to understand one aspect of the origins of legislative 

interference in city government. 

 

Home Rule 
 

Politics (as the old saying goes) breeds strange bedfellows. Consider, in the early 

decades of this century, the alliance between urban Progressives and rural state 

legislators. Both wanted to clean up the mess of city politics. And both perceived 

the immigrants to have a hand in that mess. Progressives wanted to bring 

worthwhile citizens into city politics-a goal generally approved by legislative 

moralists. But to make the efforts of what Lord Bryce had called "the better class" 

effective and rewarding, Progressives also proposed that cities be given a greater 

measure of control over their own affairs. As Frank Goodnow, one of the early 

leaders of  the  Home  Rule Movement, put it, 

 

the fact that a city is an organization for the satisfaction of local needs 

makes it necessary that its actions be determined by local considerations. To 

this end, it must have large local powers. (Quoted in Glaab and Brown 1976, 

175; also see Goodnow 1895.) 

 

The home rule proponents had an early success in a revision of the Missouri 

constitution in 1875 and still more success during the high tide of progressivism. 

Since then, about half the states have given home rule to their cities. Today about 

two-thirds of all cities with a population of 200,000 or more are beneficiaries of 

some form of home rule. Each state, of course, has its own version of home rule. 

The National Municipal League (in an effort to standardize these fifty versions) 

offers a model and definition for home rule that is proposed for incorporation in 

every state  constitution: 

 

A...city may exercise any legislative power or perform any function which is 

not denied to it by its charter, is not denied to...cities generally, or to...cities 
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of its class, and is within such limitations as the legislature may establish by 

general law.18  

 

But despite its name, home rule is not complete home rule. Cities are never to be 

free from state control. (Otherwise, they would be separate state governments-for 

example, "The State of the City of New York.") No city may pass laws that 

contravene state law or general state policy. Essentially, what home rule 

accomplishes is a softening of Dillon's Rule in some or all the following ways. 

 

1. When they achieve some specified population size, cities may vote 

to choose among alternate forms of city government (for example, a council-

manager form instead of a mayor-council form). 

2. In choosing an alternate form of government, cities are to receive 

from the state a prepackaged charter (a home rule charter) whose provisions 

usually include concentration rather than dispersal of executive authority 

(the mayor or manager being given power to appoint and remove heads of 

major service-delivery departments). The package charter also usually 

provides for a small rather than a large city council-usually elected at large. 

3. By declaring itself to be a home rule state, the state constitution (and 

legislative statutes) serves notice to courts and judges that doubtful cases 

concerning the extent of a city's authority are to be resolved in the city's 

favor (in effect stating that the severity of Dillon's Rule is no longer to be in 

force). 

 

But when all home rule reforms are said and done, doubtful situations will continue 

to arise and to find their way to the courts. Home rule charters are an attempt to 

distinguish the general powers of the state from matters that are of purely local 

concern, but such distinctions are never fast and firm. Sooner or later, they will 

require the intervention of the courts. 

 

What does a court do when it faces a dispute about local control of traffic on 

a state highway which runs through the middle of a city? Is that a local 

matter because the street is in the city, or a state matter because it concerns a 

state highway? Are the working hours and conditions of local employees a 

matter of 'municipal affairs' or does the state's power over labor and public 

employment supersede the powers of the city? (Lockard 1963, 124) 

 

And so, home rule or no, cities remain in the state and of the state. How then is their 

relationship with the state carried forward? How do cities deal with their states? 

 

Cities and States: Mandates, Politics, and Bargaining 
 

Cities deal with their states—and states with their cities—through complex 
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) arrangements that move along multiple pathways, including cooperation, 

bargaining, mandates, incentives, and disincentives. The circumstances under which 

these activities take place are considerably different than they were fifty or sixty 

years ago. Some degree of rural-urban conflict continues in the state legislature, but 

it has been moderated considerably by at least three sets of social forces. First, 

television, the two-car family, and fast roads have made urban life much more 

accessible to those living in rural areas. The city is no longer a place to be 

experienced vicariously, through books and sermons from the pulpit. Second, urban 

dwellers today are less concentrated in big cities than they were fifty or seventy-five 

years ago. Most urban dwellers today live in the suburbs, and suburbs are perceived 

by rural legislators as having lifestyles congenial to their own and, accordingly, 

deserving of respectful legislative treatment. And third, state legislatures are no 

longer as dominated by rural representatives as they once were. (The U.S. Supreme 

Court has mandated periodic redistricting of state legislatures to conform to the one 

person, one vote principles.19 Accordingly, cities and states now deal with each 

other along the lines described below. 

 

 Mandates 
 

As state governments attempt to wrestle with the issues and problems of 

contemporary life, they often resort to mandates (orders to cities that they carry out 

designated tasks and perform specified functions). For example, a state legislature 

may require all cities of a certain population (say 100,000 or more) to add 

emergency medical services to fire department duties—along with equipment for 

such services. Or, for another example, the legislature may require all cities to carry 

personal injury insurance to cover accidents on city playgrounds. Or, for still 

another example, the legislature (responding to what it perceives to be a decline in 

patriotism) may mandate that all schools offer instruction in the American system of 

government. Sometimes, the legislature will appropriate funds to assist cities in 

meeting the mandate. Frequently, it does not—leaving it to each city to provide the 

necessary funding.20
 

 Court decisions are another form of mandate. And given the blurred 

boundaries between state and local matters, every city (it is often said) is either 

preparing to defend some ordinance in court, or is in the process of doing so, or has 

just finished doing so. 

 

 The City as Lobbyist: Legislative Policy Formation 
 

Urban representatives elected to the state legislature are constantly at work lobbying 

for-or lobbying to defeat-proposed state laws. This is especially true when one or 

more cities are considering a local policy that is new or that departs from 

established precedent. For example, many cities now levy some form of tax on 

income, on theater admissions, and/ or on restaurant dining. But will a proposed tax 
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on hotel rooms stand up in court when challenged by hotel owners?21
 One way of 

assuring the legality of the new tax is to get the legislature to add hotel-bed taxes to 

the list of taxes it permits cities to levy. 

 Given the fact that city administrative personnel usually have ties to 

professional associations and to their counterpart administrators in other cities, it is 

quite usual for them to join in statewide organizations: the state's mayors' 

association, the state association of city health workers, the state police chiefs' 

association, the state association of city police, the state association of city 

treasurers and accountants, and so on. Thus, as bills affecting their areas of 

administrative and professional competence move through the legislature, it is also 

quite usual for spokespersons for a relevant professional association to appear 

before the legislature seeking to mold and shape the proposed legislation (in other 

words, to work as lobbyists on the cities' behalf.) 

 

 The City as Lobbyist: Policy Implementation 
 

More and more, state legislatures pass laws that set forth general policy goals, 

leaving it to city administrators to implement the laws through the development of 

local standards and procedures. Thus, city officials engage in constant interaction 

with state administrators charged with the task of transforming policy goals into 

policy action. In doing so, city officials work to bring state policy into accord with 

city goals. For example, city street engineers negotiate with state highway officials 

in establishing routes for new roads. City water officials work with state 

environmental protection agents to establish water purification procedures. Quite 

often city officials negotiate and bargain with state officials over the standards that 

will be used to establish the quality of city water. City health officials confer with 

state officials on the vaccines to be used in school inoculation programs. And city 

officials frequently lobby state officials to get them to change implementation rules 

and procedures. 

 Variations on this theme of city-state relations are extensive. But the main 

point is this: Cities are creatures of their state, but not passive or supine creatures. 

They follow state laws and policy directives, but they do so only after they have had 

full play in attempting to shape those laws and directives. City administrators and 

elected officials constitute an informal interest group (or groups) that works at 

influencing the state legislature. City administrators bargain and negotiate with state 

officials in the implementation of state laws. Urban representatives are in the 

legislature. They form coalitions there, and they lobby their fellow representatives 

to pass legislation that will benefit the cities. City officials are charged with 

enforcing state laws. They do so, and in the process often bend and interpret those 

laws to suit city purposes. And city voters have an important voice in the outcome 

of state elections. Their votes help decide who will be elected to state offices-

governor, treasurer, judges of the state supreme court, and so on. Thus, the web of 

urban politics is not con fined merely to politics in the city. It is politics that 
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extends into the operation of state government as well. 

 

An Even Larger Web 
 

City voters also have a powerful say in the outcome of national elections. As we 

turn next to consider the relationship between cities and the national government, it 

will be useful to keep in mind the fact that cities are well represented in Congress. 

Some 269 members of the House of Representatives (62 percent) come from 

predominantly (i.e., two-thirds) urban districts, and 90 senators come from states 

where the urban population is in the majority. As the nation has grown more 

urbanized, the president has come to depend more and more for his election on 

voters from the cities. From the 1930s until about 1960, it was the big, central cities 

that were critical to his election. In 1950, the suburbs contained about 25 percent of 

the U.S. population, and in 1960, 33 percent. Today, however, approximately half 

of the American population lives in suburbs. Accordingly, it is now the suburbs that 

have become critical to presidential elections. 

 We turn now to exploring the extended web: city-national government 

interactions. 

                                                           
1 This discussion draws chiefly from works by Warner  (1972), Glaab and  Brown (1976), 

Jackson  (1985), Kantor  (1988), Halberstam  (1993), Lemann  (1991), and  Garreau (1991). 
 
2 For a comparative perspective on land development and the market economy, see Cox (1978), 

Ambrose  and  Colenutt  (1975), Castells  (1977), and Orum  (1995). 
 
3 In chapter 13, we will explore the outmigration of corporate headquarters from the 

large cities (like New York). One obvious place where they are heading is to the 
suburbs, particularly to edge cities. Between 1965 and 1975, for example, thirty-eight 

Fortune 500 corporations moved out of New York City, thirteen to other parts of the 

county and twenty-five to the suburbs (Drennan 1991). 
 
4 Two states, Connecticut and Rhode Island, have no counties. Alaska and Louisiana have 

administrative units comparable to the county, called boroughs and parishes, respectively. 
 
5 By way of comparison, there were only about nine thousand special-purpose 

governments during the decade of the 1940s. See McFeeley (1978) and MacManus 

(1981). 

 
6 This discussion of school districts formalizes what has been treated informally to this 
point: the relationship between cities and school districts. In some cities, education is the 

responsibility of the municipal government. But most often, primary and secondary 
educationare under the auspices of a special-purpose government, the local school district, 

which is totally autonomous from the general-purpose municipal government. Yet, the style 

of politics that is practiced within a school district is much like that practiced within the 
municipality. Municipal issues impinge on school district issues, and vice versa. For 

instance, the school district, in attempting to control drugs in the schools, may seek the 

assistance of the municipal police force. And the same people involved in local municipal 
issues (e.g., crime, streets, and recreation) are also likely to be involved in school issues. 

Much the same can be said for the host of other special-purpose governments that reside 

within the urban area. See Rich (1996) for a discussion of the relationship between school 
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districts and municipal governments. 

 
7 It would mislead to suggest that liberal and conservative ideologies are limited only to 
questions of social justice and equity. Other questions include: 

a. government's use of its power to promote and protect  citizen  morality  and  

virtuous conduct and to preserve society's traditional values. Conservatives generally 

favor vigorous government action, while Liberals seek to give the individual as much 

life-space freedom as possible. 

b. the extent to which government should steer the  economy  (and  intervene  
in 

market transactions) in order to alleviate economic distress and prevent 

underemployment, inflation, and falling industrial productivity. Conservatives tend 

to be wary of such interventions in the market; Liberals tend to favor them, most 

fully when they work to assist the least well-off. 

c. the proper locus of policy-making authority: Should such authority be given 

back to the states or kept at the national level? Here, the arguments conflate with 

(a) and (b) above. Conservatives often speak of getting government (especially the 

national government) "off our backs and out of our pockets," and they generally 

argue for handing power back to the states. Liberals argue that only the national 

government has the resources, authority, and compassion sufficient to effect 

redistributive policies-and thus assure, for everyone, a degree of equal outcomes. The 

literature that explains, defends, and argues the liberal and conservative positions noted 

here is vast. References and further discussion may be found in Herson (1990). 

 
8 On these matters, two of the most influential liberal spokespersons of our generation are 
John Rawls (1971) and Michael Walzer (1983); conservative views  are  represented by the 

journal The Public Interest and in the writings of its editors {e.g., Kristo} 1978). 

 
9 See, for example, Smith (1979, vii), who examines American  cities from  the  point of 

view  of writers  who  see  the  cities  as  a "repressive  social  institution" and  urban 

problems  as consequence  of our society's "economic  and  social  inequality." 
 
10 This scenario is suggested by the analysis in Lowi  (1969a). On "opening up the suburbs," 

seeDowns  (1973). 
 
11 Donald Connery (1972, 155), quoting an anonymous New Englander, nicely sums up 

the frustration of many small-towners forced to deal with increasing regulation s 
"Every time you want to do something in this town there's some damned ordinance 

that says you can't." 

 
12 In June 1983, the Bureau of the Census gave up its SMSA designation in favor of the 

MSA-Metropolitan Statistical Area. 

 
13 The lifestyle differences between Miami and its exclusive and wealthy neighbor, Palm 

Beach, produce almost daily friction. Until a 1985 court decision enjoined Palm Beach, its 

ordinances required all those coming into the city for employment to carry identification cards. 
In that case, lawyers for Palm Beach argued that registration of outsiders was a means of 

protecting the lives and property of the city's residents, Palm Beach being an island of 

affluence in an ocean of surrounding poverty. 
 
14 For example, Clarence Stone and his coauthors  (Stone  et al. 1979, 91)  report that when the 

old settlers of the Long Island suburb of Island Trees, New York, asked the school board to 
ban such books as Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse Five, Morris' The Naked Ape, and Cleaver's Soul 

011 Ice, the new settlers responded with an attempt  to  take  over  the school board by means 
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of a hard-fought election, and some went to court to seek an injunction  against  book  banning. 

 
15 Section 5 of the  federal Voting  Rights  Act  requires  municipalities  in  twenty-nine  states  
with  substantial  minority  populations  to  clear proposed  annexations  with  the U.S. Justice 

Department for exactly this reason. Since 1971, the Justice Department has objected  to  

518 proposed  annexations  out of 35,081  submitted  for review  (Rusk  1993). 
 
16 See Buckwalter (1982) for a further discussion of Dillon's  Rule. 

 
17 A celebrated case, Colegrove v. Cree11 (328 US 549, 1946) had  the U.S. Supreme Court 

upholding the Illinois legislature's refusal to redistrict, saying that redistricting  was  a political 

matter, in which (given the principle of separation of powers) the courts ought not intervene. 
At the time of the suit, the Illinois legislature had not reapportioned its house of representatives 

for fifty years. The Chicago area had a preponderant majority of the state's population but 

only a minority of seats in the Illinois House. But in 1962, this practice of malapportionment 
came to an end. The Supreme Court reversed the  Colegrove  case  and mandated that the 

Fourteenth  Amendment  required  that  state  legislatures  adhere  to  the principles  of equal  

representation  and  one  person,  one  vote  (Baker  v.  Can;  369  US  186). 
 
18 The National Municipal League, The Model State Constit11tion, Sec. 8.02. See also Bender 

(1983). 
 
19 Baker v. Carr (see note 17). Periodic redistricting to reflect population shifts means that 

sparsely populated rural areas will have fewer legislators than densely populated urban and 
suburban  areas. 

 
20 Some states have attempted to restrict the legislature's ability to pass legislation that 
requires municipal expenditures. The Alabama state constitution, for example, was amended 

in 1988 to require that municipalities be given at least one year to plan for these added 

expenditures. Unfunded federal mandates are discussed in chapter 12. 
 
21 Although not a tax per se, during the 1980s Seattle developed a zoning policy requiring 

developers  who   demolished   downtown   housing   stock   to   replace   it   elsewhere. But in 
San Temo Associates 1.1, City of Seattle, the Washington Supreme Court ruled that this 

amounted  to  a  tax  that  the  city  had  no  authority  to  levy  (Collins  et  al.  1991). 

 


